Have You Fallen Into the Mile Wide Trap?
If your company's revenue has stalled after a period of rapid growth, you may have fallen
into The Mile Wide Trap.
The Mile Wide Trap ensnares you when you do an excellent job serving a small number of great
customers and they ask you to handle more of their work. You keep delivering and they keep broadening
the list of products and services they want you to supply.
Your company is wildly profitable serving the expanding needs of this small list of "great customers" so
you keep falling deeper and deeper into the trap.
Pretty soon, you're an inch deep and a mile wide in offerings and the only person in your company with
the depth of industry experience to deliver all of the services is you. But you're trapped because your
expenses have crept up as your revenue has exploded – leaving you dependent on the sales you get
from a small group of demanding customers.
With no more hours in the day, your company stalls and you run on a hamster wheel just trying to keep
what you've got.
The Solution: Sell less stuff to more people.
Instead of selling more things to a few customers, concentrate on selling a few things to a lot of
customers.
You can fall into The Mile Wide Trap innocently enough: you do great work and a customer wants more
of you. But it's a trap that will eventually choke off your growth. The way out is to focus on selling less
stuff to more people.
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